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QUESTION 1

Which onstat command will allow the gathering of statistics about the Informix Database Scheduler tasks that are
currently running or scheduled to be run? 

A. onstat -g dbc 

B. onstat -g sch 

C. onstat -g adm 

D. onstat -g tsk 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 2

To enable network encryption, what two steps must the administrator complete? (Choose two.) 

A. Enter the CSM name in thesqlhosts file. 

B. Set the IFX_ENCCSMonconfig parameter to 1. 

C. Define the CSM in the concsm.cfg configuration file. 

D. Enter the CSM name in theonconfig NETTYPE parameter. 

E. Set the environment variable ENCCSMCFG to the name of the CSM. 

Correct Answer: AC 

 

QUESTION 3

Which statement about Informix data compression is true? 

A. Compressing data on one Enterprise Replication (ER) node affects the data on the other ER nodes. 

B. I/O-bound tables, for example, those with bad cache hit ratios, are good candidates for compression. 

C. Compression operations can be executed on a HDR secondary, RS secondary, or SD secondary server. 

D. Compressing data on a primary instance will not compress data on the High-Availability Data Replication (HDR)
secondary instance. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 4

The user \\'guest\\' connected to a local database world@lsys and wants to execute the following query: 
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What two permissions does the user \\'guest\\' need to access the remote table? (Choose two.) 

A. User \\'guest\\' must have SELECT permission on \\'globe\\' 

B. User \\'guest\\' must have CONNECT permission on \\'globe\\' 

C. User \\'guest\\' must have SELECT permission on \\'globe@rsys:position\\' 

D. User \\'guest\\' must have CONNECT permission on \\'globe@rsys:sadm.position\\' 

E. User \\'guest\\' must have RESOURCE permission on \\'world@lsys\\' 

Correct Answer: BC 

 

QUESTION 5

Under which condition can table fragments NOT be eliminated during query processing? 

A. Tables with non-overlapping fragments and an equality query predicate. 

B. Tables with round-robin distribution scheme and a range query predicate. 

C. Tables with non-overlapping fragments on a single column and a range query predicate. 

D. Tables with overlapping or non-contiguous fragments on a single column and an equality query predicate. 

Correct Answer: B 
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